Understand where your business is vulnerable to help improve your enterprise security

Vulnerability scanning: a first step in proactively helping defend against security breaches.

Whether a business has 20 or 20,000 employees, AT&T offers customers vulnerability scanning services, a fundamental necessity to help drive risk from the organization.

Top ways businesses utilize AT&T vulnerability scanning solutions

- Help validate that patch management tools are working properly.
- Help work toward compliance obligations.
- Help demonstrate due diligence expected by security savvy customers.
- Help maintain security posture and business continuity in situations of internal IT turnover.
- Help reduce risks of a data breach and its impact on customers, employees and corporate reputation.

Did you know?

The average cost of a data breach per U.S. customer record

$152

Malicious or criminal

Common causes of data breaches are malicious or criminal attacks, business process failure and human error

$3.94 million

The average overall organizational cost of a data breach for a US company

Ponemon Institute: 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study
AT&T can help!

- Improve security with a vulnerability scanning service that can scan multiple systems and multiple ports rapidly to help detect flaws.
- Maximize resources with an easy to implement, streamlined solution that helps reduce overhead associated with managing a vulnerability scanning program.
- Save valuable IT resources on vulnerability remediation with a vulnerability scanning solution that has a less than 1% false positive rate.
- Streamline operations with a state-of-the-art workflow management tool.
- Provide the expertise and support of an on-demand Personal Security Analyst.